Please ensure all members of your party have a copy of these directions to help
them with the last miles of their journey to Hicks Farm.
The directions are also available on our website
www.hicksfarmholidays.co.uk
If you are using a SAT-NAV our postcode is LD8 2NB,
but be warned some SAT-NAV’s enjoy taking you across country,
through tiny lanes which is not ideal.
If you are using your mobile phone as a SAT-NAV please be aware that mobile
reception within 5 miles of the farm is poor or non-existent - you will need to have
an alternative method for the final miles.
The directions below give postcodes of places from where you can then follow the
written directions to us.

Directions from LEINTWARDINE
(use the landmark of The Lion pub which is just by the stone bridge postcode SY7 0JZ)
Depart Leintwardine, heading south towards Leominster over the stone bridge. Take the first righthand turn signed KNIGHTON (A4113). Continue on this road for about 1mile. Then take the second
left-hand turn signed LINGEN and PRESTEIGNE. Continue on this road for about 2.5 miles. Take
the first right-hand turn signed BRAMPTON BRYAN and KNIGHTON. Almost immediately turn
left signed WILLEY and BORESFORD. Continue on this road for about 2.5 miles. You will pass
Boresford Farm and then go round a sharp left-hand bend. Continuing on past a cottage on your left
you will find our farm drive on the right marked with a black on white sign HICKS FARM.

Directions from PRESTEIGNE
(use the landmark of Mortimer’s Cross a crossroads postcode HR6 9PD then join B4362)

Enter Presteigne from Mortimer's Cross (B4362) straight over the first roundabout. At the
(very) mini-roundabout go right (literally straight on). Follow the road round to the right down Broad
Street. Leave Presteigne going over two small stone bridges. Continue on this road for about 4miles
(the road rises steeply and goes up and down on a winding route). Go straight on at the cross-roads (a
small red post-box and notice board are on the left). You will find our farm drive about 1 mile from
here on the left marked with a black on white sign HICKS FARM.

Come over the cattle grid and you will see our red brick farmhouse on the right.
Please come to the farmhouse to collect your keys.

